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The Office of the Dean in the Faculty of Mathematics at the University of Waterloo invites 
applications for two definite-term Lecturer positions in the Digital Assets Group. These 
appointments will have an initial term of three years with the possibility of renewal. The 
appointed Lecturers may be considered for promotion to an on-going appointment thereafter as 
Continuing Lecturer if they demonstrate outstanding performance in teaching and service. The 
expected start date is July 1, 2020. 
 
A PhD or a Masters degree and evidence of excellence in teaching are required. Applicants with 
a background in statistics, actuarial science, finance or the mathematics of business will be 
preferred. Applicants must have a strong commitment to undergraduate mathematics education 
and excellent organizational and communication skills. Duties will include teaching three to six 
courses per year and service/administrative work within the University. Service activities will 
focus on the development of interactive digital assets for textbook replacements, online courses, 
supplemental content for courses, and open courseware. Teaching will take place in both face-
to-face and online classes. 
 
The salary range for the position is $70,000 – $115,000 depending on qualifications and 
experience.  
 
Interested individuals should apply on Math Jobs, https://www.mathjobs.org/jobs/jobs/15041). 
Applications should include a cover letter, a curriculum vitae, a teaching statement, and teaching 
evaluation summaries (if available). In addition, applicants should arrange to have at least three 
reference letters for teaching and possibly service submitted on their behalf. Applications 
received by December 15, 2019 will receive full consideration.  
 
If you have any questions regarding the position, the application process, assessment process, 
eligibility, or a request for accommodation during the hiring process, please contact the Assistant 
Dean for Online Studies, Dr. Steven Furino (math.ug.ad.online@uwaterloo.ca). 
 
The University of Waterloo regards diversity as an integral part of academic excellence and is 
committed to employment equity and accessibility for all employees. As such, we encourage 
applications from women, Indigenous (First Nations, Métis and Inuit) peoples, persons with 
disabilities, members of diverse gender identities, and others who may contribute to the further 
diversification of ideas. At Waterloo, you will have the opportunity to work across disciplines and 
collaborate with an international community of scholars and a diverse student body, situated in 
a rapidly growing community that has been termed a “hub of innovation.” All qualified candidates 
are encouraged to apply; however, Canadians and permanent residents will receive priority in 
the recruitment process. 
 
Three reasons to apply: http://uwaterloo.ca/fauw/why 
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